Evo ix weight

The Mitsubishi Lancer Evolution , commonly referred to as ' Evo ', [1] is a sports sedan based
on the Lancer that was manufactured by Japanese manufacturer Mitsubishi Motors from until
There have been ten official versions to date, and the designation of each model is most
commonly a Roman numeral. All use two litre turbocharged inline four-cylinder engines and
all-wheel drive systems. The Evolution was originally intended only for Japanese markets, but
demand on the "grey import" market led the Evolution series to be offered through Ralliart
dealer networks in the United Kingdom and in various European markets from around
Mitsubishi decided to export the eighth generation Evolution to the United States in after
witnessing the success Subaru had in that market with their long-time direct rival, the Subaru
Impreza WRX STi. However, sources say Mitsubishi had already been producing cars with more
power but had been underrating the official power outputs in order to be in compliance with the
agreement. The tenth and final generation of the Lancer Evolution Evo X was launched in Japan
in , and overseas markets in The Evo X was produced for almost 10 years until it retired in April
The first Lancer Evolution used the 2. The GSR came with all of the conveniences of a typical
street car, including a digital screen climate control system. February saw the arrival of the
Evolution III, following a pre-release in which had several improvements over the previous
models. New, more aggressive styling and a new nose moulding improved the air supply to the
radiator, intercooler and brakes. New side skirts and rear bumper moldings and a larger rear
spoiler were added to reduce lift. The Lancer platform was completely changed in , and along
with it, the Evolution, which had become extremely popular throughout the world. The RS
version was produced as a competition car with a limited-slip front differential and a friction
type LSD at the rear. The RS also had wind-up windows, optional air conditioning in some
models, and a few extra brace bars to strengthen the chassis, one behind the front grille and
another across the boot floor, and an aluminum rear strut tower brace. Mitsubishi's new Active
Yaw Control appeared as a factory standard on the GSR model, which used steering, throttle
input sensors and g sensors to computer-hydraulically control torque split individually to the
rear wheels and as a result, the 10, Evolution IVs produced all sold quickly. Much of the
technical improvements for this generation were also used in the second generation Mitsubishi
RVR originally sold only in Japan but since exported to Australia and New Zealand. The
Evolution IV was the last model to be considered "compact" according to Japanese dimension
regulations. Furthermore, the turbocharger was again improved. The Evolution VI's changes
mainly focused on cooling and engine durability. It received a larger intercooler, larger oil
cooler, and new pistons, along with a titanium-aluminide turbine wheel for the RS model, which
was a first in a production car. The Evolution VII was based on the larger Lancer Cedia platform
and as a result gained more weight over the Evolution VI, but Mitsubishi made up for this with
multiple important chassis tweaks. The biggest change was the addition of an active center
differential and a more effective limited-slip differential, while a front helical limited-slip
differential was added. The introduction of the Evolution VII also marked the first time an
automatic drivetrain was included within the model lineupâ€”the GT-A. The most distinguishing
feature was a smooth bonnet with no air-grills on it at all and the revised front bumper.
Although offering inferior cooling capabilities, the bonnet was designed to give a cleaner line
through the air with less air resistance at motorway speeds. Interior could be specified with
factory options of a deluxe velour interior, full leather or the Recaro sports seats. The GT-A
interior was different in that it had chromed door handles, a different instrument panel to show
the gear selection and chrome edged bezels around the speedo and tach. The GT-A also had
additional sound deadening installed from the factory and the engine manifold and downpipe
had been engineered to be quieter. The 5-speed automatic gearbox had what Mitsubishi called
"fuzzy logic", which meant that the car would learn what the driver's driving characteristics
were like and would adapt the gear change timings and kick down reactions accordingly. He
drove a yellow Evolution 7 which was lightly modified performance-wise but heavily modified
when it comes to the aesthetics. However, one of the producers claimed that they used a
Mitsubishi Lancer O. Rally edition instead of an Evo as the car used for production and stunt
scenes. Originally a one off model, sales were so successful in the U. The new Evolution Mr
also sported Black housing taillights and headlights. The aluminium roof panel and other
reductions in body weight have lowered the centre of gravity to produce more natural roll
characteristics. At With its 2. However, the internal components for the American versions were
largely stripped-down versions of the specifications for the Japanese Lancer Evolution VIII. The
American and GSRs are without the helical limited-slip front differential and 6-speed manual
transmission. The US spec RS models, however, do have a front helical limited-slip differential.
The boost, timing, and tuning are also significantly lower than its Japanese counterpart,
allowing it to adhere to the strict emissions regulations of the United States. Starting in , the US
model Evos were also fitted with a rpm limit on launching in 1st gear to protect the drivetrain.

Furthermore, the US versions of the Lancer Evolution VIII â€” were given bulkier rear bumpers
than their Japanese counterparts to accommodate US safety laws in the form of the metal rear
crash bar. All Evos have lightweight aluminum front fenders and hoods. The basic RS Edition
does not come with power windows, locks, or mirrors, an audio system, rear wing, sound
deadening material, map lamps or an anti-lock braking system. The MR Edition also received
engine updates and reliability changes, the engine updates include larger turbo diameter mouth,
updated cam profiles, lighter balance shafts and changed from single wastegate solenoid to
dual solenoid. Interior updates included black suede Recaro seats with higher side bolsters ,
carbon look dash trim , and MR badging on center console. Mechanical changes saw S-AWC
rear diff changes, a larger oil cooler core, ion coated piston rings, reinforced cylinder head and
5 layer head gasket compared to the 3 layer. According to Mitsubishi Motors of North America
info from evolutionm. In the production sales for the GSR was 7, which was the Only model
year. In production sales for the GSR was 1, and for the RS was for a total of 1, for the model
year. In production sales for the GSR was 2,, for the RS was , and for the MR was for a total of 4,
for the model year. Subtleties unique to each model accounted for variations in acceleration,
handling and top speed. The RS excluded features that came standard on the SE and MR
models stereo system, power windows and locks, rear wiper, rear wing, trunk lining and sound
insulation. Although the RS is the lightest of the group, the RS did not manage to outperform
the standard IX and the MR around a road course even if only by fractions of a second. This was
purported to be due to the lack of a rear wing on the RS. In a drag race , the three models are all
about even. The RS model was produced for rally and racing teams who wanted a platform to
build a race car from. It is stripped of all the creature comforts, and other upgrades that drive
the price up for features that the race teams would not require. All models continued to sport
Recaro bucket seats , Brembo brakes and Momo steering wheels as well. Additional revisions
from included a closer gear ratio for the 5-speed manual transmission, new lighter Enkei wheels
on non-MR models, a redesigned front end with a more efficient air dam the most noticeable
feature are the two small oval ducts to cool the intercooler pipes , and a new rear bumper with a
diffuser undersurface to smooth out the airflow coming out of the car for non-US models. The
drivers can select from three different driving modes, "Tarmac", "Gravel" and "Snow", and the
car's computer system relatively promotes the active center differential to change the
differential locking which, despite popular belief, does not change the torque split. The
differential is geared at and cannot be changed by the push of a button. What this switch
actually does is quite simple. Each setting determines how long the ACD will delay in freeing
the center differential after a steering input is made. In addition, it will determine how much
locking force the ACD will exhibit on the clutch pack and center differential. Tarmac is the
setting to be used in dry, paved conditions. In this setting, the ACD will almost immediately
allow the center differential to go into a free state upon detecting a steering input. Additionally,
this mode provides the strongest limited-slip clamping force of the three modes. The most
common setup is the 1. In racing, Lancer Evolutions are not equipped with AYC or ACD because
it is believed that better lap times are achieved by pure driver skill without any computer based
assistance systems. One of the changes from the previous iteration of the Lancer Evolution,
was the change in the engine, the new 4G63 came with MIVEC, Mitsubishi's variable valve lifting
technology, which drastically improves the fuel consumption by changing the valve timing on
the intake cam. Three trims were available for Japan, Asia and Europe. This vehicle was
featured in the movie The Fast and the Furious: Tokyo Drift released in the year This was the
training vehicle given by Han Lue to the protagonist Sean Boswell in which he learns to drift.
Later in the movie, the car gets wrecked at the end of a thrilling chase. All four models were
designed to run on super unleaded petrol only. The MR FQ was also released in limited
numbers only in the last year of production. Four models were available in the US. All of the
American models are the same in power, but may differ in performance. To the standard model,
the Sun, Sound and Leather package added a power sunroof, HID xenon headlamps with
integrated fog lights, a slightly different stereo head unit with no integral amplifier , slightly
upgraded speakers in the front doors and parcel shelf , a 4. This model deleted the GSR's
headliner-mounted sunglass holder to make room for the sunroof. The Philippines had the
Evolution IX until in August , which was offered in two trims, the entry-level RS offering a
5-speed manual transmission, Brembo in. The MR was the top-of-the-line segment, which
offered almost the same features as to that of the MR trim in the international version. All of
them are powered by the same 2. It was only sold in Japan and imported to other countries as
grey imports. Only Wagons were produced. VIN searching on epic-data. Plus a little extra weight
in the tailgate and extra side glass. Some of these exported wagons have been converted to Left
Hand Drive vehicles for use in Germany and Russia. Compared to the Evo IX sedan, the
Evolution Wagon received front seat which had lower bolsters for easier entry and exit of the

vehicle. JDM version , the American market version will have slightly more. Two versions of the
car are offered in the U. The other version is the GSR which has a 5-speed manual transmission
system. It also features Mitsubishi's new 6-speed SST dual-clutch automatic trn with
steering-mounted magnesium alloy shift paddles. A five-speed manual gearbox will also be
available. The introduction of the MR-Touring moved the car even further upscale. Leather and a
sunroof became standard while revising the rear spoiler to just a lip spoiler. Mitsubishi Motors
would later state that "Further to some comments published in the press recently, production of
the current Lancer Evolution continues as planned. Stay tuned.. Autocar UK later updated its
blog post, adding references to EV, further confirming what industry watchers originally
speculated. Most recent news shows that Mitsubishi has been leaning towards the Mitsubishi
Concept PX-MiEV hybrid drivetrain, explaining that the electric motors will act as a turbo for the
Evolution. Mitsubishi claims that their more "green" version of the Evolution will be just as
good or even better in the performance category. In October , the President of Mitsubishi
Motors, Osamu Masuko , confirmed to Autocar that work on the next Evo will start in and will go
on sale within the following three years. The next generation of Mitsubishi Evo will be notably
smaller than the last version according to company president Masuko. In late March , Mitsubishi
spokeswoman Namie Koketsu issued a press release stating "Mitsubishi Motors does not have
any plans to design a successor with the current concept, as a high-performance four-wheel
drive gasoline-powered sedan. Mitsubishi Motors will explore the possibilities of
high-performance models that incorporate electric vehicle technology. In the model year, the FE
trim was made. It had special production badges that were put on the center console indicating
which number it is of the 1, made for the U. Being based on the GSR trim, a 5-speed manual
transmission was mandatory. It also featured a black roof, "Final Edition" emblems, and darker
Enkei wheels. Power was increased from hp to hp. Soon after the end of the Lancer Evolution's
production run, Mitsubishi announced that the already-outdated CY2A Lancer of which the
Lancer Evolution X is based on would cease production in with no successor except in Taiwan,
the Philippines, and other Chinese-speaking markets , ending Mitsubishi's involvement in the
highly-competitive compact car segment. The Lancer Evolution is unique among its competitors
in the World Rally Championship in that it was a homologated Group A car slightly modified to
be able to race competitively against the then newly formed World Rally Car WRC regulations
from the season. Mitsubishi pulled out of the World Rally Championship after the season with
the Lancer WRC05 still being driven by privateers including Italian former works driver Gigi Galli
and the Swede, Daniel Carlsson , in the years following. The Lancer Evolution however still
competes in the Group N category. In some European markets, the Evolution was sold as the
Mitsubishi Carisma GT, and indeed to this effect the works [ incomprehensible ] WRC team's
second car in the late s, usually driven by Burns and subsequently Loix, was customarily
entered as a Carisma GT. The Mitsubishi Evo has recently won and made runner-up in the
Australian Manufacturers' Championship. Most recently, â€” the CT9A chassis Evolution has
been dominant in Time Attack time trials throughout the world. Time Attack record. The
Mitsubishi Lancer Evo has also been used by professional drifters in countries like Japan, Italy
and Poland, [ additional citation s needed ] with notable results being obtained by driver Naoto
Suenaga of Team Orange. From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia. Motor vehicle. Main article:
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;. I owe nothing to anyone. If I cant save my money and buy something out right then I dont
want it. I've never taken out a loan on a car or anything else. Here in the U. S you can save a
huge amount of money by paying up front for your car. That way you are not required to get
expensive full coverage insurance! Advertising online "meds" stores or "cheap insurance" sites
- at least that I can understand from a spammers standpoint. But a PR campaign intended to
spam Google search results with positive comments about taking loans and mortages - that is
something new. Loans will ruin your life. Don't anyone dare even think about ever getting a
mortgage or loan of any kind because that will destroy you and your family!!! People deserve
good life and mortgage loans or bank loan would make it better. Just because people's freedom
depends on money. There is no way an Evo stock has a Doesnt make sense with a 5. And on
Reno-Fernley Raceway, it is I wanted to know if my 2nd hand car stock was okay so I did a
single run : 5,61s kph; Now I see that we already discussed that below. Yes indirectly, however i
just wanted to educate other readers who may not have Cup 2's are a mysterium by now
anyway :D I just One of the single most ridiculous, inane, idiotic comments I've ever read. Lap
times Best. Filters Non-dry laps. Performance 0 - kph 5. Powertrain specs Engine type Inline 4,
Turbocharged Displacement 2. More Mitsubishi cars It's a daily driver, for sure. For engine
power you use both and for max speed you use both Why not use both mph and kph? Why the
double standard? Its on youtube. Check out the video of these two Lancer Evolutions duking it
out on the tarmac:. The backlash among Evo enthusiasts was instantaneous. Once word came
down that the 10th iteration of the Lancer Evolution known as Evo X in Japan was heavier than
the outgoing model Evo IX yet possessed about the same level of power, rabid Mitsu fans began
posturing that it wasn't only slower but, due to a beefier structure, more sound deadening, and
new electronic aids like Active Yaw Control AYC , also gasp! Heir apparent? If you paid
attention to the bloggers who'd been speculating about the performance of the X even before
the Concept X bowed at the Tokyo motor show, it was more like "error apparent. To dispel or
confirm these rumors, we grabbed an Evo X at the first opportunity and, in addition to
subjecting it to our full battery of road and track analyses, we hauled it up to Reno-Fernley
Raceway in the high desert of northern Nevada for a full day of track torture. With four miles of
road course composed of 30 turns, 15 configurations, and enough elevation change to empty
more stomachs than a Six Flags roller coaster, RFR is an ideal playground for assessing a
rally-inspired street car. We even had technical editor Kim Reynolds transport our long-term
Evo IX MR to see how the new X would stack up against its most potent precursor see sidebar.
Grab your cutting boards; we got the blades. A close illustration of a production example, our
early-build GSR did suffer from one "handbuilt" niggle: an asthmatic engine that seemed to
suffer respiratory attacks near redline, a symptom Mitsubishi says was most likely an
engine-control gremlin that would be sorted by production. Under normal driving conditions,
the four-banger, as well as all the mechanicals around it, performed flawlessly, but as the tach
needle tickled rpm, the engine came down with a soft wheeze, a symptom that most likely cost
the X a 10th or two at the track and dragstrip. Still, the X proved quick, needing just 5. Powered
by the proven iron-block 4G63 turbo-four making horses, the IX eclipsed both marks in 4.
Seeing that the old GSR weighs a substantial pounds less than the new one yet sports a near
identical horsepower rating, not to mention a similar torque output pound-feet versus the X's
estimated -it's not surprising that the IX was the brisker of the two. So how exactly did the X
come standard with a sumo wrestler in the back seat? For the lack of superfluous details, he's

there to add safety and structure. Utilizing similar weight-saving techniques as the previous
IXs-forged-aluminum suspension bits, an aluminum roof, and lightweight wheels-plus an
aluminum engine that weighs So in lieu of the IX's paltry two airbags, the X features seven,
including front and rear side curtains and a driver's knee bag. And encasing those new curtains
are side structures that use high- and ultra-high-strength steel-materials not used in the IX-that
translates to safer barriers. Surprisingly, despite trudging the additional weight, the X stopped
better than the IX feet from 60 versus , was quicker through the figure eight At first it feels like
it's oversteering, but stay on the throttle, and AYC keeps that outside tire going, pushing you
through and out of tight turns with surprising speed. At the racetrack, AYC had similar effects.
Nagl notes, "Initially, the X seems like it's going away from you [oversteering], but once you get
used to the feeling of AYC working and you keep your foot in it, you can go much quicker
through turns. In many ways, the X feels entirely dissimilar to the IX on the track as well as on
the road. Whereas the IX is frenetic, raw, and noisy, the X is calm, cool, and collected. The
steering, still with a quick ratio Further, the X's five-speed offers an easier action and better
shift quality; its larger Brembos, which "allowed for braking much deeper into turns," according
to Nagl, feel stronger and easier to modulate than before; its ride no longer prompts a visit to
the dentist. In light of the IX, the X is more refined than a packet of white sugar. Perhaps the
best way to put the X into context is to say that it feels akin to a lighter, cruder Audi S4 ,
whereas the IX will always seem like the closest thing to a four-door Lotus Elise. That said, the
fundamental Evo traits-turbo engine, sublime chassis, and all-wheel-drive grip-remain in the X
and are more capable than ever. While the IX is half-baked in refinement, it has no problem fully
cooking a racetrack. With engine and tires blaring into the cabin as if set to high through the
audio speakers and the body vibrating from a subwoofer that isn't there, the IX ran a lap of
Notes Nagl, "The IX is manageable and quite neutral, with some inherent push at first and a bit
of power-induced oversteer exiting turns. Overall, it's predictable, and the brakes, while not as
good as the X's, are impressive. These traits make the IX more of a true driver's car, rewarding
the skilled pilot with a level of tactility that's been dampened in the X. According to Loh, "The
clarity and rawness of the IX has been smoothed over in the X, with no replacement in terms of
excitement. Though the X may be more proper and polished when it speaks to you, the IX tells
better stories. Like the new M3, the Evo X has matured into a great but more complicated road
car that's still capable and rewarding on the track. Sure, much of the go-kart feel from the IX has
been supplanted with NVH-reducing measures, airbags, and such modern amenities as a nav
system, cruise control, and Bluetooth, but the core still remains-you simply have to dig deeper
to unleash it. It's unlikely those who gush over the IX will feel the same toward the X, as the IX's
unadulterated persona is conceivably more endearing than the X's progression toward
refinement and civility. For a majority of consumers, though, and certainly non-masochists and
prospective Audi , BMW , and Acura buyers whom Mitsubishi is attempting to lure with the new
Evo, the X is a car that can be comfortably driven every day, that delights with something other
than a manic motor and darting maneuvers, and, perhaps more important, that says the person
behind the wheel is more mature than a shot of tequila. As the best Evo ever, the X deserves to
be sipped and fully relished. C'mon, you gotta grow up sometime. In fact, Mitsubishi claims the
new MR is quicker around a road course than the old version. We'll see. Reno-Fernley face-off
To give both cars a thorough workout, we selected a particularly long and challenging
configuration of Reno-Fernley Raceway that includes everything from high-speed esses to
slow-speed and highly technical corners. It also features enormous elevation changes. For
more about the track, visit reno-fernleyraceway. From our acceleration testing, we already knew
the Evo X was suffering from a high-rpm misfire. This and the car's greater weight help to
account for its slower speeds at points 2, 3, and 4. However, it also was slower approaching the
medium-speed transition at point 1 as well as the approach to the high-speed esses at point 5.
Nevertheless, it posted the highest top-speed of And despite this, the two cars lap times fell
within one percent of each other-not much. Those strange-looking plots below are analogous to
the familiar acceleration graph, except here we're looking at cornering speed in both directions
plotted against the radius of the turn. The result looks something like a fountain spraying
numbers, doesn't it? The more narrow and vertical the "fountain" the greater the car's cornering
capability. By comparison, our standard lateral-g tests offer just a single dot on either side of
the vertical axis. Here, the Evo X's plot suggests better cornering to the left as well as at higher
cornering speeds. The plots below are called G-G plots. Think of them as the squiggly trace that
might be left by an ink-coated ball that's been rolling around in a bowl fastened to each car's
floor. The twist here is that we've added a third dimension-speed-shown via colors on the
vertical axis. Odd as these may look, they actually represent, in a single image, a car's
total-performance envelope. Notice the Evo IX's high-speed braking and the X's broadly spread
gs. Close Ad. Watch Originals. Join MotorTrend. Ron Kiino writer Brian Vance photographer.

Theory of Lancer Evolution. Which corners faster? Share on Facebook Share on Twitter. And
after just one lap, you understand why the Mitsubishi Lancer Evolution IX leaps out of corners,
doesn't bottom out when you jump it, and flicks so controllably through a chicane. This car is
perfectly adapted to this environment. Evolution: It's how you improve the breed. Even in
Version 9. But power has been increased beyond the old horse limit according to the so-called
gentleman's agreement among Japanese automakers to a new official horsepower at rpm, while
torque has been cranked up to pound-feet at rpm. The added torque comes from Mitsubishi's
MIVEC variable valve-timing an Evo first , and the horsepower increase is due to the
turbocharger's larger and more direct compressor housing outlet. There's hardly a dead zone in
the rev range anymore. Down low, MIVEC remaps intake-valve phasing to optimize grunt, and
the new compressor housing is claimed to reduce turbo lag by five percent, which means power
delivery is far more linear prior to the car going into warp drive at rpm, where wide-open-throttle
boost pressure soars to The results are immediately obvious and are further enhanced by new
gear ratios first, third, fourth, and fifth in the five-speed transmission. Other engine minutiae
include longer-threaded spark plugs cooler-running , materially different timing belt more
durable , a cosmetic engine cover resists heat better , and a reshaped oil ring reduces oil
consumption. For those who care about such things, the rpm rev limiter is still active from a
standstill. It has nothing to do with optimizing a launch; quite the contrary. Mitsubishi engineers
says this is to protect the pinion of the ring-and-pinion in the front differential from a sudden
shock of gear-shredding torque. Japanese-spec Evos don't have it because their tires aren't as
grippy as ours, and they allow some wheelspin on a hard launch. So now you know. An
available under-car front airdam extension and rear-wing Gurney flap reduce aerodynamic lift at
the front and make real downforce at the rear. While it's difficult to be sure of these claims, the
car did feel exceptionally stable on the interesting side of mph while rim-firing around the
degree banking and storming into an mph sweeper. Head- and taillamps get a smoky mirror
finish, and the foglights reside in specific oval oculars. The cockpit of the Evo also is slightly
changed: No more low-rent cloth and workaday Lancer dash colors. Titanium- and carbon-look
dash panel accents and aluminum-covered pedals are standard on the regular Evo IX, but not
on the RS version. The Evo IX scoop photo we ran in our April issue was of a Japan-market MR
model, which means our five-mph rear bumper is the same as before. The RS and MR retain the
aluminum roof; only MR has the six-speed, and all models get the new seats, plus the handy
increases in power and torque. How much will the IX cost? Look for this last boxy Evo around
September. About that time, we'll put some rubber down at our favorite track and let you know
the results. It's a cool name, like Speed Racer's mysterious older brother. But believe it or not,
Mitsubishi execs are considering starting over again with the next-gen Evo because they insist
the car will be a significant departure from the I-IX series we've come to know and love. So you
could be looking at Evo 1, take two. Uhhh, someone needs to tell these guys what they're
messing with. Evo X--that's what it'll always be to us--won't appear until But here's what we
know. Renderings making the rounds on various Evo Web sites are close to the actual digital
prototype body we've seen with our own eyes along with a bad-to-the-bone Evo IX wagon
concept. The main differences are the absence of hood louvers and the side glass tumblehome
is more vertical on the working model. The gaping fish-mouth grille bisected by a thin bumper
as on the Audi A6 or VW Jetta is real, but still a topic of debate. Overall, the car looks Italian.
Think Alfa Romeo especially from the rear , but with the wheels pushed farther to the corners
and a more menacing, decidedly Japanese anime face with narrow headlamps. Speaking of
wheels, the tread width will increase by about 2. Close Ad. Watch Originals. Join MotorTrend.
Fall Share on Facebook Share on Twitter. Information includes Engine specs, transmission
specs and details of general updates for each incarnation of the Lancer Evolution. The first 2,
cars sold out in 3 days which led to Mitsubishi making another 2. The differences between the
normal road going Lancer and the Lancer Evolution were huge. The 4G63 powerplant was
thoroughly updated with improvements being made to the breathing, turbo, fuel injection as
well as the engine internals. A larger front mounted intercooler was installed which included its
own water spray system. Although these changes only gave the car an extra 10bhp the engine
was well capable of handling more power. The EVO 1 came with a viscous centre differential
and a limited slip diff at the rear. The GSR version was the more focused version and this came
with air conditioning, Recaro seats, Momo steering wheel. The body work also had to comply
with the rally regulations which meant all the scoops and vents which would be used to full
effect on the rally car were also present on the road going version of the Lancer Evolution.
Instead the RS came with steel wheels and the result of the systems being left off the RS led to
a 70kg reduction in weight. Couple this remarkable agility and adjustability with an engine that
gets going at about RPM and climbs with ever increasing savagery to well over rpm and you
have a car that is devastatingly fast across the groundâ€¦. The EVO 2 went on sale in December

of and had a production run of examples, these took just 3 months to sell out. Engine power
was increased by another 10bhp with the use of a redesigned performance exhaust system and
an increases in boost pressure. On the outside there was a lower front bumper and an extra
element was added to the rear wing. The interior saw even more supportive Recaro seats. The
exhaust systems was upgraded again for the EVO 3 as a new TDG turbo was used, this along
with a slight increase in engine compression led to a 10bhp power rise. Cosmetically the front
of the car was opened up dramatically leading to a much more aggressive look. These changes
gave much better cooling not only for the intercooler and engine but also for the brakes. To
compliment the new look at the front new side skirts were adopted along with a new rear
bumper and new, higher rear wing. This number was increased to a total of 9,00 cars as the first
batch sold out within three days. In the EVO 4 the engine was turned through degrees to the
now familiar transverse layout to allow the use of a new 4wd system. The 4G63 motor in the
EVO 4 was the first to use a red cam cover. The engine was also revised with new internals and
turbo. The new engine hit the Japanese power ceiling of ps with torque increasing by 14
percent. The new turbo was a TD05HRGT which was connected to the engine with a newly
designed exhaust manifold and downstream to a new higher flowing exhaust system. As the
EVO 4 was built around the new Lancer the external differences were many with new bumpers,
side skirts and a hoop rear wing in contrast to the previous versions which used a rear wing
with a separate element. The first version only acted on the rear diff and allowed the torque
output to be altered from left to right depending on the attitude of the car. This change basically
led to increased traction out of corners and was probably the single biggest improvement made
to the Lancer Evolution up to the present day with the later versions using more sophisticated
versions of this original AYC system. The weight of the EVO 4 also increased as did the size of
the brake sand the stiffness of the body shell. The GSR got a Momo steering wheel which now
incorporated an air bag, passenger side air bag, white faced instrument cluster, new Recaro
seats and a bolt on strut brace. The RS version came with a Momo steering wheel minus the air
bag. Body work and chassis dimensions were increased to the maximum allowed by the Group
A regulations. The wider track meant the EVO 5 had to have flared wheel arches to cover the
wider 7. The bonnet was now home to the largest bonnet vent allowed by the regulations and
the rear wing now had two elements. On the suspension side camber adjusters were now
incorporated as standard and new inverted type suspension struts were now used. The EVO 5
also got a new power steering pump which saved a few kgs over the old design. The engine was
again revised with new pistons, a new turbo, new intercooler as well as the cooling system
allowing the extra torque of this car to be delivered reliably both on the special stage and on the
road. Bigger Brembo brakes were used which included mm diameter discs and 4 pot calipers
with m solid discs being found at the back clamped by 2 pot Brembo calipers. The EVO 6 looked
basically the same expect for a few minor revisions which increased stability and downforce,
these were to comply with the new WRC regs. Again the cooling system was further revised
which included a new external oil cooler. Both cars were given a better flowing intake pipe.
Chassis modifications included forged aluminium suspension arms, extra spot welding, thicker
steel and improved adhesive to increase strength and torsional rigidity. The interior had blue
detailing in the form of stitching, materials and gauge cluster faces. Unlike most car
manufacturers where special editions have only superficial differences from the rest of the
model line-up the Tommi Makinen Edition included some core improvements over the standard
EVO 6. The front bumper lost the large driving lights and were replaced by large vents. The
Makinen edition came with Enkei 17inch alloy wheels. Available in January and controversially
based on the Cedia platform the EVO 7 was heavier, bigger and less focused than previous
versions. The engine in the EVO 7 featured hollow camshafts and a magnesium alloy cam cover
to reduce weight at the top of the engine. The chassis was reworked but still used MacPherson
struts at the front and multi link suspension at the rear. Mitsubishi claimed that the EVO 6 was a
better handling car than the Tommi Makinen edition but many disagree. The interior got super
supportive Recaro seats a new design of MOMO steering wheel with the rev-counter now placed
centrally in front of the driver but unfortunately tyre car lacked auxiliary gauges. A redesigned
rear spoiler was evident which increased downforce without increasing drag. Xtreme Autos
adds Recaro seats , firmer suspension, faster steering, 2. Cornering limits lifted to a new level in
back to back test with EVO 7. Super AYC sends more power to the outer rear wheel. Billed as
the ultimate EVO 8. Came with an aluminium roof, lightweight suspension, Bilstein dampers,
anthracite alloys, carbon fibre rear wing element. An estate version was also available. In the UK
only FQ models were available. The result is immense turn-in agility and a frankly astonishing
economy of input required to blast across these wet, freezing roads at breakneck speed. Your
email address will not be published. Save my name, email, and website in this browser for the
next time I comment. This page was last modified Sep 14, pm. Tags: engine evo evo specs

evolution specs lancer evolution lancer evolution information lancer evolution specs mitsubishi
evo mitsubishi evo specs mitsubishi evolution information mitsubishi evolution specs power rs
specs specs information top speed torque weight. Next Nissan Z Buying. More Stories 4 min
read 2. StrikeEngine Blog. Influencers vs Chris Harris. How to replace wishbones on a MK1
Focus. Leave a Reply Cancel reply Your email address will not be published. You may have
missed. Car TV Highlights. Highlights X-Sport TV. The Mitsubishi 4G63T is the legendary 2. The
4G63 turbo engine is well known for being used in the Mitsubishi Lancer Evolution series of
cars up until when it was replaced by the new 4B11T turbo engine. The engine has a cast iron
cylinder block with the height of mm, strong and durable crankshaft, and light mm long forged
connecting rods. The engine block was equipped with oil jets for cooling pistons. The
compression ration also was lowered. On top of the block, there is a valve aluminum cylinder
head with belt driven double overhead camshafts DOHC head. The intake and exhaust systems
were significantly redeveloped. The cylinder head has reworked exhaust and intake ports. The
engine received the new intake manifold and throttle body with 60 mm throttle valve. The cast
iron exhaust manifold was adapted for turbocharger installation. After turbocharger, the
compressed intake air is cooled by the large intercooler. The Mitsubishi produced three
generations of the 4G63T, each time making some changes to increase power and efficiency.
Let's take a closer look at them. It has a 7. The max boost was 0. This version produced hp at 6,
rpm and lb-ft Nm at 3, rpm but in by simple ECU upgrading the max power was raised up to hp.
The serious changes were released in for the Evolution application. The 4G63T got the new
injectors, larger intercooler, new light connecting rods and another turbocharger came with
manual gearboxes - the TD05 16G 60 mm compressor wheel. The compression was increased to
8. The max torque is lb-ft Nm at 3, rpm. The Evolution III had raised the compression ratio to 9.
That allowed to increased power to hp at 6, rpm the max torque is the same. Now the engine
was relocated on the right side in the engine bay. Positions of the flywheel and cam drive of the
engine have changed compared to previous G1 versions. The G2 engine had a new cylinder
head with reshaped exhaust and intake ports, ?? The intake system also was revised. There are
a new intake manifold and throttle body with 52 mm valve. There is a laminated steel gasket
between the engine block and cylinder head now. For Evolution VI, the engineers improved
engine cooling. The engine specs for Evo V and VI are identical - hp at 6, rpm and lb-ft Nm at 2,
rpm. It produced hp at 6, rpm and lb-ft Nm at 2, rpm. The engine also was equipped with big
air-to-air intercooler with water spray nozzles in front of it, and the oil cooler. This engine had a
lightweight crankshaft The power output was improved - hp at 6, rpm and lb-ft Nm at 3, rpm. The
final version produced hp at 6, rpm and lb-ft Nm at 3, rpm. The common problems are the same
as the non-turbo engine has. The engine needs extra attention to the oil system. Use only
high-quality engine oil and change it regularly. The overrun oil can plug oil channels to the
bearings of the balance shafts. The jammed shafts due to damaged bearings will break the
timing belt which caused a huge mess of pistons and valves inside combustion chambers. To
avoid this, it is better to replace the balance shafts with aftermarket balance shaft eliminator kit.
Dirty oil is also bad for hydraulic valve lifters - the weak point of the engine. They usually live
about 35,, miles. The 4G63T engine had a great reliability for that kind of performance. The
engine life of a stock 2. But as you can imagine, it was great for tuning and racing due to its
potential, so rare engines stayed untouched until this line. Home Mitsubishi 4G63T 2. Engine
Specs Manufacturer. Production years. Cylinder block material. Cylinder head material. Fuel
type. Number of cylinders. Valves per cylinder. Valvetrain layout. Bore, mm. Displacement, cc.
Type of internal combustion engine. Compression Ratio. Torque, lb ft. Firing order. Engine oil
weight. Engine oil capacity, liter. Oil change interval, mile. Japanese love a good obento, which
is a select assortment of traditional delicacies served in a bento box, a compartmentalized tray
with high walls to prevent intermingling of foodstuffs. Perhaps that's why you can't buy the
same feisty Mitsubishi Colt Turbo hatchback in both Europe and Japan, or the nifty
six-passenger Mitsubishi Grandis wagon in the U. Intermingling has risky consequences. It's
bad obento. At least there's the Lancer Evolution , which Mitsubishi spreads like sinus-clearing
wasabi across the world to spice up its lackluster image. Accordingly, this rigid, noisy, spartan,
all-wheel-drive son-of-a-rally-car gets new front and rear bumpers, aero tweaks, nattier seats,
and lighter alloy wheels. And along with that it gets a hp boost to , mostly from a new-to-Evo
variable-valve-timing system. It's a postage stamp of grass and asphalt ribbons enveloped by
the dense suburbs near Nagoya, Japan, and home to Evo development since the Evo II in Oh,
but you were expecting more than new bumpers and 10 added horses for the Evo IX? The name
is "Evolution," after all, and it is indeed evolving toward an all-new Evo X set to arrive late in
That would be shortly after the debut of a redesigned Lancer sedan on a new platform dubbed
GS. Meanwhile, be content with the same three Evo flavors as before-the trim-stripped RS and
the base Evo, both with five-speed manuals, plus the six-speed Evo MR with Bilstein shocks

and forged BBS wheels. Inside are aluminum pedals except in the RS and redesigned seats. A
faux-carbon-fiber panel adorns the dash. Cloth is gone; pseudo-suede center panels are now
bordered by leather bolsters. All-leather seats are an option. Outside, a new front bumper fights
aerodynamic lift with an available chin spoiler that increases the low-pressure zone under the
nose. Two oval nostrils in the bumper help the intercooler by ramming fresh air around its input
and output pipes. In back, the carbon-fiber airfoil can be had with a Gurney flap, a thin wing
extension that increases downforce to the rear. New Cars. Buyer's Guide. Type keyword s to
search. Today's Top Stories. The Best Sedans of Best EVs and Hybrids of Best Pickup Trucks
of Best Minivans and Vans of Best Station Wagons of View Photos. Car and Driver. From the
May issue of Car and Driver. Fast Fun, Cheap Fun. Expand Collapse. This content is created and
maintained by a third party, and imported onto this page to help users provide their email
addresses. You may be able to find more information about this and similar content at piano.
Advertisement - Continue Reading Below. More From First Drives. Each trim has multiple
variations and with this info, you can find the full details about the Mitsubishi Lancer Evo Evo
IX. The basic equipment list includes equipment that is standard across all versions of the
Mitsubishi Lancer Evo Evo IX To view equipment options for a specific trim level, please select
from the following list:. Looking for an all-rounder family 4x4 car that will cope with all the
demands of a young family? Thanks to its added fuel efficiency, manoeuvrability and sleeker
looks over a full-sized 4x4, the small SUV has become increasingly popular over the past few
years. If you like the There was a time when opting for a four-wheel drive vehicle meant heavy
penalties in fuel economy, performance and drivability. But not any more â€” the latest crop of
off-roaders Electric Vehicles EVs sales have really taken off in Environmental concerns, social
pressure and the government announcement of the banning of sales of new petrol- and
diesel-powered cars in Thanks to its added fuel efficiency, manoeuvrability and sleeker looks
over a full-sized 4x4, the crossover has become increasingly popular over the past few years. If
you like the chunky look FQ specs. The test system that gave the mpg figures shown was
phased out from These figures are less likely to be achievable in real world driving than figures
obtained under the newer tes
2001 bmw x5 repair manual pdf
marine battery amazon
mitsubishi galant 2004
t called WLTP. You should only ever compare these older figures to other pre-WLTP figures.
The test system that gave the mpg figures shown called WLTP was introduced in , and generally
gives a more realistic indication of a car's mpg then the previous test, which tended to overstate
mpg. You should only ever compare these figures to other WLTP figures. Select a version to
view full specs:. MR FQ specs. Based on WLTP combined fuel economy for versions of this car
made since September only, and typical current fuel or electricity costs. Equipment List. Basic
equipment The basic equipment list includes equipment that is standard across all versions of
the Mitsubishi Lancer Evo Evo IX Mitsubishi ASX Estate 1. Mitsubishi Outlander Estate 2. Back
to top. Parkers beta preview You are viewing the Parkers beta preview. No thanks - take me to
Parkers. Full specs. Select a version to view full specs: 2. Metallic Paint Partial leather seat trim
Sat Nav. Leather seat trim Partial leather seat trim.

